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"All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights.  Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, 

acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy."  California Constitution, 

Article 1, Section 1. 
 

Your clients have a right to privacy.  In California, there are unique 

laws that threaten private fiduciaries (“PF”) with criminal and civil 

action if they fail to keep their clients’ private information 

confidential.  PFs and their employees are required to have security 

procedures in place to make sure that the information is guarded.  
 

California's privacy law requires all businesses to notify clients 

whose unencrypted personal information is acquired, or reasonably 

believed to have been acquired, by an unauthorized person.  

California Civil Code section 1798.82.  In other words, if someone 

obtains the personal information kept by a PF for their client, the 

PF must tell the client.  The PF may also be required to make 

expenditures to help them cure the breach.  This might include 

providing credit reports, providing credit safety services, and 

paying any damages resulting from the breach.  
 

According to the statute, the definition of "personal information" is 

very broad:  
 

"Personal information" means any information that 

identifies, relates to, describes, or is capable of being 

associated with, a particular individual, including, but not 

limited to, his or her name, signature, social security 

number, physical characteristics or description, address, 

telephone number, passport number, driver's license or 

state identification card number, insurance policy number, 

education, employment, employment history, bank 

account number, credit card number, debit card number, 

or any other financial information, medical information, 

or health insurance information.  "Personal information" 

does not include publicly available information that is 

lawfully made available to the general public from 

federal, state, or local government records. 
 

PF’s have particular liability because of the information they 

maintain on behalf of their clients and estates.  In the case of 

conservatorships, PFs maintain not only financial information, but 

healthcare information as well.  Fiduciaries also face repeated 

requests for information from attorneys, beneficiaries, medical 

providers, banks, etc.  A PF must be able to decipher whether or 

not the information should be disclosed.  In most cases, the PF will 

want to make sure they have appropriate consent before releasing 

the information.  The required consent will change depending on 

the client and the client's health or situation.  The PF should give 

careful consideration of the privacy laws before releasing 

inventories or other reports.  
 

Best Practices 
 

1.  Disclosure.  Do not disclose any information concerning your 

client or your client's estate except when you have knowing and 

informed consent which is given by the client or the person 

responsible for the estate.  Such consent may be in writing or by 

electronic transmission, or witnessed oral authorization.  You may 

also disclose information as required to comply with any federal, 

state, county, or city laws or regulations.  Information may also be 

shared with medical professionals and pharmacies.  Always follow 

the general rule:  Only disclose what is necessary or required. 
 

2.  Do a Security Review.  Take steps to protect all confidential 

information you have in your office.  Electronic records should be 

encrypted.  Paper files (really, you still have paper files?) should  

be locked up.  Confidential information should not be shared in the 

office without the need to do so.  Lap tops and portable data should 

be inventoried and encrypted.  You should be able to obtain 

information about who has opened the computer and looked at 

confidential information.  Make sure there is an appropriate 

firewall.  
 

3.  Train Your Staff.  Make sure they know the rules and they don't 

inappropriately give out confidential information.   

4.  Obtain Confidentiality Agreement with Subcontractors.  For 

example, if you give names and numbers of clients to a home 

nursing company, make sure they agree to keep the information 

confidential, that they indemnify you for any breach, and that they 

have the appropriate liability insurance to protect you.  
 

5.  Have the Appropriate Insurance.  General Liability policies 

cannot be relied upon when you have a security breach.  Since the 

law requires notification and other remedies if there is a breach, the 

damages from a breach can be very high.  You may be required to 

hire an attorney to represent you in a criminal prosecution or civil 

case.  Talk to your insurance broker about Cyber Liability policies. 
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If you have any questions or would like to learn more about the issues raised within the article, please feel free to contact Tredway 

Lumsdaine & Doyle LLP at www.TLDLAW.com or by calling (877) 923-0971, (562) 923-0971 or (949) 756-0684. 

http://www.tldlaw.com/

